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3.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES The main aim of this unit is to acquaint you with a significant relationship between modem state and voluntary organisations and the consequences of this relationship to the welfare and development of society. We will explain to you the nature and character of modem state; theories of state; development concerns of welfare state as evident in the theories of state; pluralist framework of welfare and development; and the operational aspects of the functional relationship between modem democratic state and voluntary organisations in regard to the process of development. After having learned this unit, you should be able to : identify the antecedents of state; describe the essential features of modem state; explain philosophical assumptions of modem state; understand some important theories of state; analyse the development concerns of the welfare state as available in various theories of welfare state; comprehend the importance of voluntary organisations within the pluralist framework of welfare and development; and describe the operational relationship between modern state and voluntary organisations and its implications for .welfare and development of soclety.



3.1



INTRODUCTION



The emergence of modern state is the most significant development in the history of mankind. The fundamental assumptions underlying the modem state are the product of western philosophical traditions. There are a large number of crucial issues involved in the constitution and understanding of modem state. An outstanding feature is that modern state is the most powerful and dominant political institution which exercises hegemony over all the resources (both material and non-material), entities, groups, associations, organ~sations,individuals and other matters within its jurisdiction.
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Predominance and supremacy of modem state over all other entities is rooted in law and rules which in turn have universal basis and recognition in a society. Despite being most dominant political entity, modem democratic state remains coinmitted to the welfare and development of a society. On the other hand, welfare and development concerns are also addressed by voluntary initiatives which emanate from within a democratic society. Voluntary organisations have emerged as a credible institution of civil society that is committed to the genuine development of all sections of society. Since both modem state and voluntary organisations are engaged in the process of development, there are intricate and complex issues involved in their relationship with each other. In this unit, we will explain to you the important aspects and basis of the relationship between modem state and voluntary organisations in the context of their commitment to the welfare and development of society. This relationship is further embedded in the nature, character and fundamental assumptions of modem state, significance and relevance of voluntary organisations, and the distinct features of their approaches to development. At the very outset, we will trace the origins and antecedents of state in ancient and medieval periods. Subsequently, we will explain to you in brief, the developments leading to the emergence of modem state. You will also learn about the fundamental tenets and essential features which are constitutive of a modem state. Next, we will furnish an analytical understanding about the philosophical foundations of modem state. These fundamental assumptions are product of western philosophical traditions and are crucial to the understanding of the nature and characteristics of modem state. We will also describe the salient aspects of some of the important theories of state, more specially the absolute theory of state and the constitutional theory of state. After explaining the concept of pluralism, we will elaborate the development concems of the welfare state. Since the role and contribution of welfare state has remained crucial to the welfare and development of society, it is of paramount importance for you to acquire thorcugh understanding about the theories of welfare state and their implications for development. Next, we have analysed the crisis of welfare state. You will learn that retreat of welfare state created a vast scope and social space for the advantageous positioning of voluntary organisation in regard to social welfare and development concerns of society. We will describe the significance and role of voluntary organisations in the pluralist framework which emerged because of the crisis of the welfare state. You will be able to relate and compare the relevance of informal system, commercial system, statutory system and voluntary system in the context of social welfare and development. The discussion will help you to gain knowledge about various dimensions which impart and assign prominent and special place to voluntary organisations in the process of development. In the last, we will describe some of the important operational aspects of the relationship between state and voluntary organisations which are crucial to the ultimate welfare and development of society. \



3.2



ORIGINS OF STATE



In this section, we will acquaint you with the antecedents of state during the ancient and medieval periods. The first established notion of state emerged.in the form of city-states in ancient Greece - having a definite territory, specific population, idea of citizenship and conception of rule of law. You will learn that existence of state remained more or less absent during the medieval period. After that we will explain to you, in brief, the circumstances which led to the emergence of modem state in western Europe. The origins of state can be traced as far back as the rise of civilization. For long, people lived a nomadic life as hunters or food-gatherers for survival. The invention and practice of agriculture resulted in settled life in close proximity to cultivated-



land. Subsequently, control over land became an issue of serious concern, and the process of exercising control resulted in many forms of ownership and of property rights over various areas of land. Any disagreements over claims of ownership normally degenerated into violence and conflicts. Gradually organised powerful groups established ownership over land wherein a large number of other people simply worked for a living. Eventually, control over land meant control over people whose survival depended on agricultural labour. Thus arose the primitive states which were despotic and unstable; controllers of land (rulers) exercising arbitrarily absolute powers over their subjects. Some political theoretists and historians do not considei such despotic rule as 'states' - they are sometimes referred to as proto-states.



3.2.1 Ancient Period The city-states of ancient Greece are considered as the first established states where powers were distinctly defined in terms of law. Ancient Roman Republic inherited the political traditions of the Greeks and the concept of 'rule of law' was further developed. Later, Ancient Roman Republic was replaced by Roman Empire. However, the origins of many of the contemporary institutions of modem state can be traced back to Ancient Rome. The city-states originated and developed from family and tribal units living together in fortified settlements in ancient Greece. Geographical conditions of land usually determined the size and form of the Polis ('Politics' is derived from Greek word polis, basically it stands for 'city'). Social structure of the city was constituted by families and clans based on blood relations (a clan was normally having a religious cult also). Beyond simple blood relations another structure existed based on bonds of fellowship which was called Phratry. This principle of fellowship was also manifest among associations of soldiers sharing the same tent called heteiria. Both the groupings, i.e., phratry and heteiria were integrated into tribe (phyle) and further into clans. The social relations within the Greek city-states were embedded in the complex network of kinship, military and fellowship-groups living within fortified structures. This system of social relations based on religious cults having common belief and further reinforced by mutual military service constituted the early Greek city-states. The basic similarities between the Greek Polis and the modem state are : a definite territory; a specific population;



the idea of citizenship; and a conception of the rule of law. Despite that, a Greek city-state may not be considered simply analogous to a modem state. Most Greek city-states were very small compared to modem states. Slaves working in agriculture and constituting almost half the population were not treated as 'citizens'. Priesthood to a greater extent virtually functioned as a political office. The popular assemblies, particularly in city-state of Athens, exercised public authority. The notion of separate functions of governance viz. legislative and executive was more or less absent. All functions were performed by a common authority. The constitution was not a legalistic entity, rather it was manifest in a way of life as citizens lived in the city. Hence, the learner may better be cautions of these aspects while attempting to compare Greek city-states with the modem state.



3.2.2 Medieval Period There is virtually a general consensus about the existence of some form of identifiable state during the late medieval period, i.e., sixteenth century onwards in Europe. However, prior to that, the issue regarding the existence of state throughout the
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middle ages is much debated by scholars. One school of thought denies the existence of state during this period. However, another school considers that some form of state existed in the early medieval period. Notwithstanding this controversy, we will acquaint you with such factors which were not conducive to the formation of a medieval state. Feudal system was basically a loose structure of contractual or mutual obligations between feudal lords and serfs. A complex social hierarchy had a fragmenting effect on political organisation. The monarch was always dependent upon the community. Most contracts within the feudal arrangements were symbolic - even the monarchy. There was no special sovereign position of the monarch. Monarch was not the source of law; rather his position was subordinate to law. Powerful and significant groups viz., large estates, guilds, nobility, the clergy formulated their own systems of rules and courts. For instance, the church canon law, was respected as customary and prior to the institution of monarchy. Therefore, no unitary sovereign was possible under this kind of feudal system. Medieval society was an amalgamation of criss-crossed, overlapping groups and conflicting loyalties and bodies of rules. Identification of clearly defined territories .having committed loyal population was a difficult preposition. The source of authority was God, the most powerful body was the clergy and church. Transcending all other attachments was the sold loyalty to church. More important and powerful than civil authority was the church. Church, even to a certain extent, incorporated civil authority. The church and Christianity were co-terminous with the notion of citizenship. The source of politics was theology; clergy was a privileged class and the Pope ruled over the spiritual and temporal life of the masses. Hence, such conditions, viz., an extremely complex hierarchical structure of overlapping groups, unclear sovereign position, unchallenged writ of customary law, diffuse territorial units with no clearly demarcated population, and of imposing legal, moral and religious position of the church and empire were not conducive for the existence of state throughout most part of the medieval period in Europe.



3.2.3 Emergence of Modern State Early modem Europe witnessed the emergence of more and more independent and secular forces in western societies. By the beginning of 16thcentury great dynasties consolidated power. External threat had considerably reduced in Europe. Further, reformation exercised drastic impact on the structure of European politics. The secular forces challenged the authority of church and Pope, and threatened the very basis of the ancient political institutions of feudalism. The ensuing conflicts culminated into the 'Thirty Years War' of the 17" century. In 1648, the wamng forces of Europe signed the Treaty of Westphalia. The treaty brought an end to religious violence and the church was stripped of its temporal power. However, religion continued to play a political role in the form of the divine right of kings. Significantly, the treaty set a precedent of non-interference in the internal affairs of any state. This landmark development was the key in the evolution of modem state. Later, State continued to evolve as monarchs brought nobles and free-towns under them and amassed vast revources, social prestige and political power. Nearly a century and a half after the peace of Westphalia, the state became fully modem through the French Revolution - claiming 'national will' as justification for its existence. Subsequently, Napoleon Bonaparte and Grand Armee of France conquered most parts of Europe. The conquered territories and neighbouring principalities discarded the old systems and adopted new model of the nation state. Hence onwards, nation state remained the most dominated political entity all over the world.



-



-



-
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Check Your Progress I Note: a) Use the space given below for your answers. b) Check your answer with the model answer given at the end of this Unit. 1) The following statements have been based on the text that you have already read. Indicate whether these statements are true or false by putting tickmark (4) in the relevant box. True False The emergence of agriculture, settled life and subsequent control over a) land by powerful groups led to the establishment of despotic, unstable primitive states. [ I [ ] b) The city-states in ancient Greece are considered as the first established states since their powers were defined by rule of law. [ I [ ] c) Greek Polis had no definite territory and specific population .[ ] [ ] d) The social relations in the Greek city-states were determined by a complex network of kindship, military and fellowship associations.



[ ] [ I 1 e) The popular assembly excercised public authority in the city-state of [ I [ ] Athens. f)



Prior to sixteenth century, throughout the middle ages, the existence of state is a much debated issue in literature. [ I [ ]



g) The secular forces did not challenge the authority of church and Pope or posed any threat to political institutions of feudalism. [ ] [ ] h) The state became fully modem after the French Revolution by claiming [ I [ ] 'national will' as the justification for its existence. 2) List the similarities between Greek Polis and the modem state. (Hint : see the text)



................................................................................................................



................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................



................................................................................................................ ...............................................................................................................



3.3 FOLTNDATION AND JCTSTIFICATION OF MODERN STATE In this section, we will describe the essential, formal, abstract and identifiable features of modem state. This will help you to understand the basic foundations of a modem state. After that, we will explain two main philosophical assumptions of modem state. You will be able to identify and compare the nature and character of states based on notions of supernatural authority, natural rights, social contract, conflict and other features.
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3.3.1 Essential Features of the 'Modern State' Andrew inc cent, (I 987) in his Theories of State, has noted the most important formal, abstract and identifiable features of a modem state as follows : A significant feature of state is that it holds jurisdiction over a geographically identifiable temtory. A permanent population resides within the territory, mostly classed as citizens. The citizens are granted a variety of specific rights and immunities by the state within such territory. A state expresses claim of hegemony or predominance within the given territory. It means that hegemony of state prevails over all kinds of other entities, associations, organisations, groups, individuals and so on living or functioning under its jurisdiction. Further, this supremacy of state over all other entities is rooted in law; hepce it is legal. The hegemony or supremacy of state is based on rules which in turn have universal basis and recognition within the specified temtory. Such rules have objective essence, universal appeal and independent of the whims of the ruler. Such rules can not be applied arbitrarily or selectively on people. The exclusive power of the state to determine rights and duties of citizens within its temtorial limits is both de facto and de jure. Within its territorial limits, the state has maximum control over resources and forces over all other entities. But state's claim of power or force is different from the simple notion of force. The force of state is regulated by rules which cannot be applied arbitrarily. This monopoly over force is linked to very specific ends, viz., the maintenance of internal order and external defence. The ultimate authority to carry out various actions is vested in the state. State force is different from other types of forces in society. The monopoly of state to exercise force has a certain degree of legitimacy and is recognized as necessary and de jure by the population. State is sovereign. It means the state as supreme authority claims sole imperium within its temtory. Simply stated, state is predominant and has no rival or contesting forces within the temtory. Further, state is sovereign since it is recognized by other states as a separate autonomous entity. The notion of law originates with the existence of state. It is the source of law. The state is the only source of compulsory rules. No other entities, groups or individuals within its jurisdiction can exercise the element of compulsion or compulsory rules in any manner. A theoretical problem may be noted by the learner here. There exist other traditions such as natural law and customary law, which do not identify state as the sovrce of law. It is argued that in relation to natural law, state is subject to law since it predates the state. Unlike individuals, groups or associations in society, the state is concerned with broader, all encompassing and comprehensive aims and goals. State strives to promote common wealth or common good of the people. While most groups or associations in society have a voluntary nature, the state pursues its wider aims and goals by making claims to the element of compulsion through force. For instance, no citizen can violate rules or laws without incurring the wrath of state in the form of punishments. Further, a significant feature which has most continuity and certainty is the notion of the state as a continuous public power over and above both the ruler and the ruled. All acts of state have legal authority and can be easily differentiated from the intentional acts of individuals, groups or associations in society. Hence, state as public power is the embodiment of offices and roles, rules and laws which execute the authority of the state. This confers upon state an autonomy apart from other individuals or entities within its jurisdiction.



3.3.2 Philosophical Assumptions of Modern State The fundamental assumptions of state are the product of western philosophical traditions. There is a wide range of issues concerning the constitution and understanding of state. In the following, we will list very significant four theoretical tenets which are related to the origins and justification of the state :



Supernatural or Natural Authority : The existence of state is considered as ordained by a supernatural power, e.g., God or 'divine right of the King7. Regarding natural authority, the basic idea is that state emerged naturally out of ' the presumed human need for order and authority. Natural Rights : This theoretical assumption considers that individual have certain basic 'natural' rights and the state emerged and got established for the protection of those natural rights. Social Contract : The philosophical tenet of 'Social Contract' explains the emergence, purpose and justification for existence of the modem state and consequent human rights. Most famous philosophers of contractarianism are, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. i)



Thomas Hobbes assumed that in an ideal state of natural existence each and every individual has equal rights over all the resources av4lable in nature. However, the ensuring struggles for the acquisition of these natural resources may lead to a situation of 'a war of all against all' in natural conditions. According to Hobbes, for sake of self-preservation; individuals would agree to an implicit contract, surrendering just enough of their natural rights in bargain for civil rights and protection from the authority of state which he called Leviathan. Thus by entering into a social contract they would create peaceful societies. The absolute state which is sovereign would ensure internal peace and common defence.



ii) John Locke's 'social contract' theory is intertwined with his understanding of an inmate, essential human rationality constituting 'natural law'. He argued in favour of an individual right of rebellion against tyranny. He believed that individuals contracted with one another (entered into a social contract) for establishing a particular kind of state. Hence they have the right to modify or even abolish the state. For this reason he is considered one of the main thinkers of liberalism. For Locke, man is naturally good and is not solely driven by greed and evil. iii) Jean-Jacques Rousseau propounded a different version of 'social contract' based on the conception of 'general will' of the people - popular Sovereignty. Rousseau claimed that, in the absence of law or morality the original nature has tendency to degenerate into brutish conditions. By entering into 'social contract' individuals could both preserve themselves and retain their freedoms. Rousseau7s social contract is based on the assumption that each individual is under implicit contract to submit his own 'will' to the general (collective) will of all the people. Submission to the sovereign au@ority of 'general will7 would guarantee that : no individual can be subordinated to the 'wills' of others; people would obey themselves since they have collectively and willingly, entered into such a 'social contract'; and sovereignty would be in the custody of the people since they themselves become authors of 'law7. Hence, it is of paramount importance that human beings must adopt institutions of law rooted in the 'general will', i.e., sovereign state for preserving collective interest or perish for ever. Rousseau's theories influenced both the 1789 French Revolution and the subsequent formation of'the socialist movement.



Conflict: This theoretical assumption considers that emergence and establishment of state is not the outcome of any well thought conscious decisions. It is merely the result of violent conflicts which took place throughout history of mankind. In the past, various groups of people fought with each other for asserting claim and control over land and other resources in society. The powerful victors imposed
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Check Your Progress I1 Note: a) Use'the space given below for your answers. b) Check your answer with the model answer given at the end of this Unit. 1) The following statements have been based on the text that you have already read. Indicate whether these statements are true or false by putting tickmark (4 ) in the relevant box. True False a) A significant feature of state is that it has jurisdiction over a geographically identifiable territory. [ I [ ] State expresses no claim of hegemony over other entities, viz., groups, associations, organisations, individuals and so on within its jurisdiction.



b)



[



c) d)



I



[



, ..*



State is sovereign and claims sole imperium within its territory. [ I [ ] State is not the source of law. [ I [ ]



e)



State does not strive to promote common wealth or common good of the [ I [ ] people.



f)



Thomas Hobbes considered that for sake of self-preservation individuals entered into an implicit contract - surrendering some of their 'natural rights' in bargain for the protection of state. [ I [ ]



g) John Locke believed that individuals have the right to modify or even [ I [ ] abolish the state. h)



Rousseau's version of social contract is not based on the conception of the 'general will' of the people. [ I [ ]



2) Explain in brief, the implications of 'social contract' based on the notion of 'general will' of the people. (Hint : see the text)



.......................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................



.......................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................



3.4



SOME IMPORTANT THEORIES OF STATE



There are a number of theories of state, viz. absolutist theory of state, constitutional theory of state, ethical theory of state, class theory of state, pluralist theory of state, to ndme some. The discussion of all these theories of state is beyond the scope of this unit. In this section, our main aim is to acquaint you with the essential features of the constitutional theory of state, which developed against the background of absolutism. It is per necessity that we will list, in brief, the salient components of the absolutist theory of state. The essential features of absolutist theory a~ldconstitutional



-,



theory will be presented as described by Andrew Vincent (1987) in his valuable work 'Theories of State'. After that wk will describe some keF2eatures of Pluralism, which will be useful later on for you to understand the pluralist framework of different systems devoted to the welfare and development of society.



3.4.1 The Absolutist Theory of State The meaning and explanation of Absolutist theory of state is tied up with five important concepts, viz., absolute legislative sovereignty, ownership of property, 'divine right of the king', reason of state, and notion of personal state. The concept of sovereignty was the central plank of absolutist theory of state. For a state to exist there must be a sovereign and it was in the person of monarch. Sovereign was the source of law, above all law, and had complete supremacy within his realm. The only source of power and authority of sovereign was God. Sovereignty further fused with the notion of property. The state was considered the property of the sovereign. Divine right of the king acquired strong religious significance, and sovereign virtually became a 'mortal God'. Reinforced with the doctrines of reason of state, sovereign acquired a religious-moral aura whereby his actions were always justified in the best interests of the state. Sovereign's wish naturally became the state's interest. Central thesis of absolutism was seen in the person of monarch. State identified with the real person of the sovereign. It is important to note that later on the establishment of the 'impersonal state' in twentieth century basically originated in this personal state of the sixteenth century. The first and most vigorous absolutist theory of state developed in France.



3.4.2 The Constitutional Theory of State



'



In the following we will acquaint you with a brief account of constitutionalism as conceived by Andrew Vincient in his Theories of State. The real foundation for the emergence of constitutionalism was furnished by the Absolutist theory of state. A highly centralized and territorially unified state was established under absolutism. However, with the rise of popular democratic ideals, concomitant with emergence of capitalism, growth of a more and more independent administration, and later the notion of 'national sovereignty', the requirement arose for a different understanding of state. The most prominent conception of constitution emerged in America and France during the eighteenth century. It was an idea of a written document incorporating fundamental rights and freedoms. Without alluding in any way about the mysticism of ancient rights, it was rational constitutionalism which furnished a direct logic and defence of rights and freedoms in the modem era. Such idea of constitutionalism became the source of an understanding about 'rights of individual' and, later on, the emergence of declarations and conventions of human rights. Prior to that such an idea of constitutionalism was linked to another important sense of the term in history. Constitutionalism was mostly understood as an institutional arrangement which ensured diversification of authority, accommodating smooth and orderly change so as to protect fundamental values of liberty, equality and individual rights. Such arrangements related to separation of powers, checks and balances, a balanced constitution, and federalism. This sense of constitutionalism incorporated many such ideas and tenets which emerged and developed in history. Constitutionalism developed gradually along with theories of popular sovereignty, individual rights, democratic enfranchisement and classical liberalism. The idea of constitutionalism may cohabit with different regimes (monarchy or otherwise); however, since the nineteenth century, the constitutional theory of state has undoubtedly the strongest affinity with forms of liberalism and modem democracy.
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3.4.3 Concept of Pluralism The fundamental philosophical tenet of pluralism is the recognition of diverse theories of knowledge or perspectives for understanding social reality. For instance, ethical pluralism entertains the existence of multiple ethical goal or ends pursued by individuals or groups in society. Similarly, cultural pluralism accords due importance to diverse social practices -and customs practiced by different ethnic groups even within the jurisdiction of a.state. Further, political pluralism is a theory which views social life in terms of groups. It considers that primary entities are social or political groups which are neither created by nor ultimately dependent for their existence upon any central authority such as state. The individual's primary allegiance is not to any abstract state, rather to groups such as trade unions, religious groups, local clubs and voluntary associations. Consequently pluralists deny the necessity of a highly centralised and unified legal or political order. Many pluralists are even critical of the traditional ideas of sovereignty and state. Broadly, pluralists envisage the role of state as follows : State acts as a referee for competing groups in society. State is the epitome of institutionalized power and authority. State is the custodian of representative and competitive pluralist democracy. State acts and functions over and above its own interests and displays no special consideration towards any group or class. State acts as a mediator and strives to balance the interests of diverse kind of groups. State coordinates the functioning of major institutions while serving the interests of society. State performs the primary function of promoting harmony and resolving conflicts arising out of competing interests of various groups. Separation of governmental power : plurality of competing governmental agencies, divisions and branches; existence of political parties, individuals/groups having access in decision making. Performance of these roles enables state to institutionalize its rule and maintain order in society. Individuals and groups have a central place in the philosophy of pluralism. Some important aspects related to the nature and role of individuals and groups are as follows : Average citizen can make a meaningful contribution to the process of decision making by exercising influence through collective action. Distribution of political power among citizens worktng through various groups, bodies and voluntary associations. Democratic and autonomous social groups can influence policy formations. Pluralism provides the scope for unorganised people to become organised on the basis of shared attitude and interests. Since citizens have overlapping membership in various groups, and each group may have a conflicting view on an issue, there is no scope for any single group to appropriate overarching power within the state.
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Check Your Progress I11 Note: a) Use the space given below for your answers. b) Check your answer with the model answer given at the end of this Unit.



1) The following statements have been based on the text that you have already read. Indicate whether these statements are true or false by putting tickmark (4 ) in the relevant box. True False a) The concept of sovereignty is central to the absolutist theory of state.



[ I [ ] b)



The notion of personal state means that sovereignty is not identified with the real person of monarch. [ I [ ]



c) Foundation for the emergence of constitutional theory of state was furnished by absolutist theory of state. [ I [ ] d) Rational constitutidnalism furnished a direct logic in defence of rights and freedoms of individuals in society. [ I [ ] e) Constitutional theory has no affinity with forms of liberalism and modem [ I [ ] democracy. The fundamental tenet of pluralism accords recognition to diverse [ I [ ] perspectives for understanding reality.



f)



g) Cultural pluralism gives importance to diverse social custorhs and practices of various groups in society. [ ] [ I h)



Pluralists do not deny the necessity of a highly centralized unified legal [ I [ ] or political order.



2) List any five attributes of state as seen by Pluralists. (Hint : see the text)



................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................



................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................



................................................................................................................



3.5



DEVELOPMENT CONCERNS OF THE WELFARE STATE



In order t o understand the welfare and development, it is of paramount importance for you to understand the various dimensions of welfare state. We will explain to you the sequence of events which led to the emergence of welfare state (initially in Great Britain and later on in other west European countries). We will discuss the important theories of the welfare state and their implications for the process of development. Later, in this section you will also learn in brief, about the factors responsible for the crisis of the welfare state. The notion of welfare state first emerged in Great Britain during the second world war. After the war, the term came into' more general use while referring to changes
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in social and economic policy aimed at transforming British society. The important policy measures adopted by state related to : i)



provision of a range of social services, viz., social security, national health services, education, housing, employment services, welfare services for elderly, handicapped and deprived children;



ii)



maintenance of full-employment; and



iii) a programme of nationalization. These three strands of socio-economic policy changes constituted the welfare state. This philosophy of welfarism was soon adopted, with varying degrees by other nation states in Western Europe. With the partial exceptions of the United States, Japan and Australia, the public sector in general and social services in particular emerged as the most important providers of welfare and medium of development in advanced capitalist countries. Later, the role of state on state social welfare as a tool of more equitable development almost became a universal phenomenon.



3.5.1 Background The major developments which took place in the period between both the world wars and immediately after the second world war are of critical importance to the emergence of welfare state. The drastic decrease in world trade, international economic recession and problem of unemployed posed the need for greater involvement of state in the management of economy and society. Further the apparent success of totalitarian regimes challenged the wisdom of liberal democratic states. For instance, Stalin accomplished rapid industrialization, urbanization in the then Soviet Union (presently Russia). Hence liberal democratic states of Western Europe were forced to invent new ways to govern their societies. These developments led to a series of post-second world war political settlements in Western Europe. They are collectively referred to as the 'social democratic compromise'. The trade unions and social democratic parties made alliances to run the social and economic affairs of the state. Notwithstanding national variations, the common plank was that labour movements extended their support to new institutions including social services. These new institutions transformed the state into a welfare state which was supposed to guarantee full employment, a share for all classes in economic prosperity, and satisfaction of certain basic needs of people in society. The post war era completely incorporated the organised labour and social democratic forces into the institutional framework of welfare state. Hence, the agenda of welfare and development of working class, poor and disadvantaged sections was brought to the centre stage of the whole project of the welfare state. The success of the new policies, institutions and systems of welfare state, according to Jordon Bill (1987) depended on the following peculiar circumstances prevailing during that era :



The new American dominated world order; political stability in Europe; programmes such as Marshal-aid aimed at the reconstruction of Western Europe; success of large enterprises; industrial self-sufficiency; easy availability of labour; application of new technological innovations; increased demand for consumer durables. The unprecedented development and sustained growth of national income all over Western Europe for about three decades after Second World War was credited to new social policies and methods of economic management practised by the Welfare State.



3.$.2



Theories of the Welfare State and Implications for Development



There has been a remarkable growth of explanations and studies of the welfare state. Fred C. Pampel and John B.Williams (1989) have broadly classified these theories as follows :



a)



'demand based theories' which attend to the externally generated demands of groups and classes for spending; and



b)



state-centered or supply theories which consider the characteristics of states that autonomously determine the supply of spending.
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The perspectives available in these theories have been analysed by Fred C. Pampel and John B. Williams (1989) in the context of age, class and politics in relation to welfare state. Notwithstanding other aspects of their analysis, we will only present the basic features of these theories of welfare state. However, we will explain to you the implications for social welfare and development inherent in these theories. A) Demand Theories Demand theories are further categorized as industrialization theory; Neo-Marxist theories of advanced monopoly capitalism; working class - social democracy theory; and interest group politics theory. i)



Industrialization Theory



Growth and expansion of the functions of welfare state are closely linked to the direct requirements of the process of industrialization and its contribution to economic development. It is argued that technological imperatives of industry determine the nature of economic and social institutions of industrialized societies. Under the influence of industrialization, societies tend to converge or become more and more similar. Like all other institutions, state responds to the exogenous commands of technology and takes a specific form in all industrial nations. The functions of state become regulatory in order to facilitate technological development and to furnish stable environment for complex procedures required for production. Implications of this theory in relations to expenditure incurred on social welfare and development are explained as follows : The process of industrialization generates social, economic and geographical dislocations. It impinges on family structure and working conditions. Consequently there occurs urbanization, geographic mobility (migration to the site of factories), smaller nuclear families, divorce and various social problems. The support base provided by jointllarge families during times of financial need is gradually eroded. Simultaneously, industry makes demands for employment of young, freshly educated and efficient workers and employees. This marginalizes certain categories of people since it eliminates the chances of employment for weaker, sick, inefficient, the unemployed, single parent families and aged. Since many vulnerable categories of persons are unable to obtain traditional support from family members, the state evolves mechanisms to meet the basic needs of population. State expands its functions to provide social welfare support and the attendant development requirements of vulnerable sections of society. This change in the nature and character of state (benevolence) is the outcome of the effects generated by the process of industrialization. Furthermore, the support for unproductive groups through welfare spending, and employment of specialized skilled and efficient work force ultimately contributed to economic growth and development in industrial societies. Hence, technological and industrial development, according to industrialization theory, results in reduced socio-economic inequality among various sections of society. The extremely inhuman aspects of inequality are partly eliminated through the growth of social welfare and social security viz. pensions, unemployment allowance and other measures. However, more direct effects of industrialization result in greater social equality and economic development through the growth of middle level occupations, enhanced knowledge and skills of workers, higher educational levels, increased worker
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The indirect effects of industrialization produce greater social equality through higher welfare spending. The major share of welfare expenditure is received by poor, needy, weaker, vulnerable and marginalised sections of society. Hence, the effects of welfare spending, through policy interventions of welfare state, on the whole, results in egalitarian and more equitable social and economic development of society. ii)



Neo-Marxist Theories of Advanced Monopoly Capitalism



Traditional Marxist theory considered state as an instrument controlled by dominant . class primarily to repress working class. In contrast, the Neo Mamist theories differ in important aspects from traditional Marxist theory while understanding issues related to welfare state and social equality. Notwithstanding the diverse range of theories, their common focus remains on class conflict, production relations in society, and nature and character of capitalist state. The central argument is : The state plays an increasing active role under advanced monopoly capitalism. The state is crucial to the reproduction functions of capitalism. In this context state performs two major but contradictory functions : State assists in the accumulation of private capital. In order to enhance profits of capitalist class, state ensures to maintain higher levels of productivity of labour. State achieves this objective through subsidizing the costs of education, social insurance, research and development, transportation communications and other inputs. State plays a crucial role in maintaining social harmony, creates stable and peaceful conditions for capital accumulation, and ensures the legitimacy of capitalist system. Hence the state incurs expenditure on non-productive sections . of population as, for instance public assistance, food and housing subsidies, unemployment allowance. Politically, such expenditures help in controlling the dissent of surplus population (not integrated in the production process of capitalism). It also expands demand in domestic markets. Both the above functions of the state are ultimately contradictory in nature. For example, in the short run, subsidies help in the growth of monopoly capital. But in the long run it overproduces and lays off workers from the production process. Now, the state did not receive a direct share of the profits during periods of economic growth. But it must support surplus labour during periods of economic recession. Public expenditure exceeds revenues, hence emerges the fiscal crisis of the state and the state finds itself in a quandary. There are more complex and deeper nuances of this debate, however, we will limit our discussion to the basic argument as follows: the existence of welfare state is considered as a response to contradictions inherent in advanced monopoly capitalism; welfare state diverts pressure, in the short run, arising out of capital accumulation; welfare state makes little effort, in the long run, to alter the nature of uneven class relations, or to limit the power of capital or to enhance the levels of social equality; the welfare state may acquire relative autonomy (compared to traditional Marxist conception), but still remains handicapped to bring any structural changes for the ultimate good and well being of labour, poor and disadvantaged sections of society. Neo-Mamist theories display a considerable ambivalence towards existence of welfare state. While being aware that welfare state creates and exploits a permanent underclass, the theoretical formulations do not outrightly discard the existence of welfare state. These theories view that industrial growth and welfare measures do not reduce inequality and, in no way, contributes to the development of all sections of society.



Welfare state mainly functions to maintain' the power of capital by reducing social protest among the population. The monopoly capitalism theory considers that social welfare expenditure of welfare state does not result in equitable development in society. iii) Working Class



-



Social Democracy Theory



This theory considers that working class political power rather than capitalist dominance of economy is the real basis for the growth of welfare state. As discussed above, monopoly capitalism considers expenditure on welfare as a means to perpetuate the dominance of capitalist class. In contrast, this theory considers that welfare spending is the outcome of political power acquired by workers through democratic struggles. No doubt the mechanisms of market may subjugate workers under the control of capital, but democratic societies furnish social and political space to workers to acquire political power to counter the dominance of capital. Political power acquired by workers predominantly determines the nature and character of welfare spending hence countervailing the harmful effects of markets. In fact, social democratic theory may be considered as a political version of Marxist theories. The existence of welfare state is seen as the outcome of democratic class struggles. Hence, levels of welfare expenditure are' determined by a balance of political power among various classes in society. The, choices and actions of the dominant political forces within the arena of state determine the nature, character and degree of welfarism. Of critical importapce to the growth of welfare state is the political power of organised working class and its representation within the state. Unlike Neo-Marxist theories, this theory considers state as an autonomous entity which exercises substantial influence on economic relations. The state power may be captured (from the dominance of capital interests) by workers through democratic struggles. Therefore when social democratic forces representing the interests of the working class acquire political power, the welfare state moves towards higher spending on welfare and social development of poor, disadvantaged and working class people in society. The consequences of social welfare spending on inequality, according to this social democratic view, are very clear. Welfare spending is outrightly supported by the disadvantaged working class and lower classes which in turn receive benefits from such welfare expenditure. Consequently it must reduce inequality and result in an equitable development of society. iv) Interest-Group Politics Theory The welfare state, according to this theory, from its very beginning, represents the influence and power of pressure-group politics of ordered sections of society. In contrast with other theories, this theory has following two essential propositions :



Demographic and economic changes influence the structure of group resources and demands for welfare spending; and Democratic political institutions are conducive to the realization of interests and demands of various pressure-groups in society. Industrialization, specialized economy, along with demographic changes creates scope and potential for collective political action of various groups based on nonclass and ascriptive criteria such as age, race, language, occupation, region and so on. In representative democracy (voting etc.), the diversified interests of such groups transcends and fragments class boundaries and reduces the organisation potential of classes (as conceived in traditional Marxist theory viz. working class or capitalists class). It is rational for such groups to act in their own special interest rather than the collective good of society. The collective political action based on special-interest activities of these groups makes particularistic demands and substantially impinges on policies and programmes of the welfare state. The cumulative effect of the
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pressure of interest-group specific demands leads to extraordinary escalation of welfare expenditure.
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The interest group theory claims that welfare state is not necessarily redistributive. It is argued that welfare state, in fact, may be harmful to the interest of the disadvantaged sections of the society. Rather than being a mechanism to protect the basic social and economic needs of the poor sections, the welfare state helps to maintaidenhance the interests and position of relatively advantaged groups of society (drawn from middle classes). The poor generally find it difficult to organize as pressure-groups, hence receive lesser benefits from welfare expenditure. The groups drawn from middle classes having more potential and resources are able to organize effectively on the basis of ascriptive categories such as age, race, occupation, language, religion and so on. Such organized groups are able to build political pressure-groups and receive a larger share of welfare expenditure; consequently welfare spending enhances political competition at the cost of economic competition as a source of social mobility. Since major share of welfare state spending is appropriated by politically powerful pressure-groups, it results in the perpetuation of social and economic inequality in society. This kind of spiral of expenditures imposed on the welfare state creates a sort of entitlement ethic and slows down efficiency and economic growth. The whole process compromises and erodes the basic agenda of the welfare state i.e. welfare and equitable socio-economic development of society.



B) State Centered Theories (Supply Based Theories of Welfare State) The above-discussed theories mainly focus on the demand made for expenditure on the welfare state by interest-groups and classes from within the society. Supply based theories of welfare state consider a number of characteristics which may autonomously influence the nature and extent of welfare expenditure. The major effects of state structures on welfare spending are : i)



The centralized and corporatist organisation of state has the requisite ability to implement desired policies related to social welfare expenditure. The highly centralized corporate elite within the welfare state can easily encounter or ignore the unreasonable demands for welfare expenditure emanating from dispersed and isolated sections of society. The literature suggests that welfare states in which decision making is most centralized are able to expand welfare expenditure. Conversely, welfare states composed of federations of sub-nationallregional units are unable to implement the basic agenda of welfarism hence leading to a decrease in welfare expenditure.



ii) The bureaucratic strength of administrative agencies results in an increase of welfare-spending by the welfare state. Since the sole aim of bureaucracies is to expand their budget, they strive to achieve the goals of welfare expenditure. iii) The philosophy and structure of welfare state in regard to taxation influences welfare expenditure. Welfare states which primarily rely on direct taxeslpayroll deductions face difficulties to raise more fund for continuous welfare expenditure. On the other hand states which adopt mechanism of indirect taxes (cost of which is not visible to taxpayers) are generally in an advantageous position to raise mme funds and expand welfare expenditure. iv) Limitations on social welfare are imposed by primary considerations of other req~irementsof the state. For instance welfare expenditure has to directly compete with defence and military budgets, budget for salaried bureaucracies and so on. These characteristics of welfare state do not constitute an integrated theoretical approach. State-centered theories are not yet fully developed. Despite that, these theories still offer a unique explanation of welfare expenditure : i)



The effects of policies and programmes of welfare state are not influenced by class or demographic structure of society.



,



ii) These theories focus less on the potential demands of various constituent groups in society. iii) This perspective relies more on the ability of state apparatus to achieve its own goals of welfare expenditure.



iv) The impact of welfare state regarding consequences of welfare spending on inequality remain unclear.



3.5.3 'Crisis of the Welfare State Till 1960s and early 1970s the emergence and growth of welfare state was considered as a successful functional approach to the social problems that emerged due to industrialization, urbanization, demogiaphic alternation's in the population and the maturing of the capitalist economy. The welfare state was able, to a greater extent, address the demands and pressures related to social security, social services, inequalities, and other problems by diverse range of groups in society. The welfare state was seen as effectively implementing the agenda of social welfare and equitable social development in tandem with high economic growth. However, by the early 1970s economic recession and resurgence of liberal thinking prompted a pessimistic view of the welfare state. This pessimism stemmed from the substantial increase in demands and pressures for welfare as well as the scope, capacity and possibilities to accommodate such demands by the welfare state. By now, the welfare state deemed to be in a state of crisis because of conflicting aims of generating more and more tax revenues and struggling to uphold popular support within society. The consequences of the crisis manifested in fiscal instability, political compulsions and diminishing social solidarity in the family and institutions of civil society. The reasons identified for the crisis of welfare states in western Europe are attributed to factors such as globalisation, migration, political concern about the impact of European Union, ageing populations, shorter working life, ethinic minorities, and increased individualism in society (discussion of the causes falls beyond the purview of this unit). From the very begnning, the welfare btate was basically a political construct; it throughout struggled to command a continuous ideological support from its constituencies within society. However, throughout 1970s and 1980s the literature on welfare-state claimed that welfare-states of Western Europe were facing a crisis of legitimacy. The crisis of welfare state took the center-stage in the political agenda. Proponents of market-economy clamoured for privatization, decentralization and welfare state. Thatcherism (popular phrase attributed to policies of Margaret Thatcher) in Great Britain and Reaganomics (Ronald Reagan then President of USA) are most notable and popular examples of the proponents of market-economy. Notwithstanding other aspects of market-economy, privatization and decentralization of welfare and social development programmes meant : transferring public responsibility to either individual citizens or to associations or corporations controlled by private citizens in society. The significance and role voluntary organisations regarding welfare and development concerns of society is to be located in the context of the process of privatization and decentralization of welfare state and, subsequently, the emergence of welfare pluralism in society.



Check Your Progress IV Note: a) Use the space given below for your answers. b) Check your answer with the model answer given at the end of this Unit. 1) The following statements have been based on the text that you have already read. Indicate whether these statements are true or false by putting tickmark (4 ) in the relevant box.
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True a)



False



The notion of welfare state first emerged in Great Britain. [ ] [ ]



b)



The political settlements in Western Europe after the Second World War are collectively referred to as 'social democratic compromise'. [ I [ ] c) The process of industrialization does not generate social, economic and [ I [ ] geographical dislocations. d) Industrialization theory considers that welfare state expands its functions to provide for the needs of vulnerable sections of society. [ ] [ ] e)



In traditional Marxist theory state is seen as controlled by dominant class and as an instrument of repression of the working class.[ ] [ ]



f)



Neo-Marxists do not consider state as crucial to the reproduction functions [ I [ ] of capitalism.



g) Working class social democracy theory considers that the real basis for the growth of welfare state lies in the political power of the working 1 1 1 1 class. h)



According to interest-group theory, welfare state enhances the interests of relatively advantaged groups (middle classes) rather than protecting the basic social and economic needs of the poor sections in society.



i)



State-centered theories consider that policies of welfare state focus more on the political demands of various constituent groups in society.



[ I [ ] [ I [ ] j)



By the early 1970s, economic recession prompted a pessimistic view of [ I [ ] the welfare state.



2) Explain in brief, the unique explanation of the welfare state offered by statecentered theories. (Hint : see the text)



.......................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................



.......................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................



3.6 VOLUNTARY ORGAMSATIONS, SOCIAL WELFARE AND DEVELOPMENT The crisis and subsequent retreat of the welfare state created a vacuum since the state abdicated the functions of social welfare and development in most West European countries. This vacuum was to be filled by carrying out market reforms, privatisation and dwentralisation of social services in order to rectify welfare state's failure to achieve goals of equitable development. Notwithstanding the other aspects of market reforms, a significant fallout of these developments was that voluntary sector was identified as a most suitable institutional arrangement for taking on the responsibility for the delivery of social services and development efforts in society. It was envisaged that welfare state must be relieved from the responsibility of statutory services and



the burden of collective welfare services ought to be shifted to voluntary organisations in the delivery and implementation of welfare services so that it can reduce public welfare expenditure incurred by the welfare state. Furthermore, assigning the responsibility to voluntary organisations was strategically profitable to policy-makers since it would pave the way for privatization of welfare services while at the same maintaining a semblance of services in the eyes of people. It is in this historical context that welfare state worked out an institutional arrangement for seeking cooperation of voluntary organisations for effectively implementing the agenda of social welfare and development in society. Since rnid-1970s, the-retreat of the welfare state along with dismantling of the universal idea of sbcial welfare, resulted in a rapid expansion of voluntary organisations in most countries of western Europe. The role of voluntary organisations vis-i-vis state varied from country to country. In the case of Great Britain, Report of the Wolfenden Committee (1978) while not outrightly rejecting the role of state, laid the foundations of a pluralistic framework for the effective delivery of welfare services.



3.6.1 Role of Voluntary Organisations in the Pluralist Framework The Wolfenden committee addressed two fundamental concerns while examining the role of voluntary organisations : the strengthening of collective action in meeting important social needs; and the maintenance of a pluralistic pattern of institutions.



I



I



b



The committee report was not in any way anti-statist. The vision was to seek improvement and expansion of voluntary sector. There was not any implication that voluntary organisations sllould replace statutory provisions of welfare state. The committee envisaged to encourage the strengthening of collective action to fulfill important social needs in the provision of health care, housing, welfare, maintenance of minimum standards of income, and the protection of environment, and other issues. The pluralistic framework was evolved keeping in view its effectiveness in meeting the specific social needs while simultaneously considering its implications for the smooth functioning of society. This pluralistic framework accorded importance to four systems of meeting social needs viz. The Informal System; The Commercial System; The Statutory System; and The Voluntary System. In the following we will acquaint you in brief with the salient aspects of these four systems as available in the report of the Wolfenden committee (1978) : 1)



The Informal System



The informal system constituted by family, friends and neighbours is generally taken for granted; hence it remained relatively neglected while considering the provisions of social services. The volume of informal help to needy people is very high and nonavailability of such help will place enonnous burden on other systems of welfare services. The contribution of informal system is of three main kinds : social help extended to the care for the young and weak, the sick, the handicapped and the elderly; help extended in terms of material resources among family members, viz., purchase of house, furniture, vehicle etc; and advice and emotional support during times of crisis, child rearing, strained married relationships, and similar problems. Limitations of the informal system are : It does not have the potential to provide such services as require professional expertise and large scale inputs.
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Heavy financial demands stemming from long-term unemployment, sickness, hornelessness and old age can be met only within the richest strata of society. Despite that it is argued that informal system must be strengthened within society. Further, statutory and voluntary organisations must make realistic systemic evaluations and develop such policies as consistently support the informal system.



2) The Commercial System The proponents of market-economy visualize an alternative to informal system of social helping in the commercially organized system. Theoretically it is true that various services can be procured from the open market, viz., education, health, pension, housing, social care, and other needs. However, in actual practice, only a limited rich strata can afford to make payments for such services. Majority of the people may incur once-in-a-lifetime expenditure on housing, etc. Beyond that, the commercial sector provides nothing more which can be within the reach of all sections of society. It is noted that commercial system is not a sound means of providing for social needs and may not expand in any significant manner so long as general sections of the population do not attain a sufficiently reasonable purchasing power. 3)



The Statutory System



As discussed in the previous section, the institution of welfare-state providing social services had acquired the central place and firmly established alongwith the rise of capitalism. This system of statutory provisions has certain advantages, viz., universal coverage; sharing risks faced by minorities and vulnerable sections; equitable development; providing standardized services; integrated planning; and control by elected representatives. However, there are also major disadvantages : i)



The overall cost of services turns out to be very high since state service sector employs a large regular salaried work-force. Further, the sector tends to use high cost inputs (for instance health sector).



ii) Most services are generated through large scale operations and tend to acquire monopolistic characteristics - large inflexible bureaucracies become resistant to change and innovation. iii) Theoretically, welfare services are under the control of elected representatives. However, in practice,.popular control is difficult to achieve because of the complexities of service agencies. The users become far removed and impersonal and hardly participate directly in policy malung and implementation of services. iv) The system remains averse to direct public participation in the delivery of services under the garb of bureaucratic procedures and professional expertise. It hardly encourages voluntary participation except in marginal and insignificant areas of services. Further, welfare state maintains paternalistic status as the provider of services, and citizens are treated as nothing more than clients and receivers of services. V) As regarding financial aspects, we have already discussed, in the previous section, the crisis of welfare state. Despite the major shortcomings, it is not proposed, within the pluralistic framework, that the system of statutory services be outrightly rejected. Rather, it is suggested that system of social services provided by welfare state must be improved and made more responsive, accountable and efficient in relation to the genuine developmental needs of society. 4) The Voluntary System



As evident from above, the informal system and statutory provisions of welfare state policy play a major role in taking care of social welfare and development concerns of society, while the co~nmercialsystem remains marginal for a large majority of population. In this context, within the pluralistic framework, the role of voluntary



sector is visualized as complementary, supplementary and extension of informal and statutory systems. Therefore, voluntary system must be considered as one of the important institutions in the pluralistic framework of welfare state and social structures. For voluntary sector to interact constructively with informal and statutory system, the following fundamental aspects have been identified : a ) The Relationship of the Voluntary and Statutory Systems : In relation to social services provided by the welfare state, the voluntary sector may make following contributions : i)



Extension of Welfare Services: The voluntary sector can strive to extend in many ways the social services provided by the welfare state. This can be achieved through innovation; developing alternatives to statutory services (residential care for children, the handicapped, the elderly, housing associations and so on); mobilizing people; generating new ideas and resources; and furnishing direct support to statutory bodies.



ii)



Enhancing the Quality of Statutory Services : By offering alternative choices, voluntary sector may challenge the monopolistic position of social services provided by the welfare state. The opportunities for voluntary organisations to work closely with statutory body may prevent possible abuses of monolithic power, hence stimulating a higher standard of services. Lastly, voluntary organisations are well positioned to act as autonomous critical pressure groups. The cumulative effect may result in the improvement of social services provided by the state.



iii) VOs as Sole Providers of Social Services : Welfare state may give scant attention or ignore many significant social needs of certain sections in society. Statutory bodies may accord low priority to certain needs (for instance, pre-school education) or consider their involvement inappropriate (for instance certain kinds of advice/counseling). In such a situation, voluntary organisations have a vast scope to emerge as sole providers of social services in fields neglected by the welfare state. b) Welfare State Planning and the Voluntary Sector : The essential characteristics of voluntary organisations are spontaneous, prompt and autonomous voluntary actions. But these traits in no way ensure effective delivery of service, maintenance of standards, and coordination of operations. Since the ultimate responsibility for providing social services rests with the welfare state, statutory bodies at the 'national and local levels must compensate for deficiencies of the voluntary skctor. In other words, national and local plans must factor in voluntary sector in the overall scheme of providing social services. Further, through grant-in-aid the state can motivate new voluntary organis.ations which may ultimately result in the expansion and development of voluntary sector. c)



The Relationship between the Voluntary Sector and the Informal System : Voluntary organisations and informal systems have a true symbiotic relationship. In situations where informal system is inadequate, there exists a substantial scope for the growth of voluntary organisations as, for instance, preparatory schools for children, tenants associations, residents welfare associations. Voluntary organisations are better equipped to fulfill such needs than the rigidly structured statutory bodies. The flexibility and spontaneity of voluntary organisations are best suited to attend the informal relationship, and may attract positive support and loyalty of affected groups. Further, voluntary organisations can extend support to informal networks or even prove useful in creating new need-based networks in society.



d) The Pluralist Framework and Voluntary Sector : The contribution of voluntary sector enhances the pluralist character of social and political institutions since the voluntary organisations have the potential for inviting widespread people's direct participation from society. In modern welfare state dominated by overarching
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political, economic and social institutions, general masses are usually unable to play any constructive role in shaping the society. In the social space between loosely held informal system and rigidly structured statutory system, voluntary sector provides an option and choice for people's participation. The voluntary org~isationsfurnishes opportunities to people to devise means for fulfilling their social needs and developmental requirements in society. The process eliminates alienation. People's own activities improve social conditions and also indirectly alerts the statutory system towards improvement in social services. People, in turn, acquire experience and skills, hence contributing productively to other spheres of society. These roles of voluntary organisations vis-A-vis informal system and welfare state include a wide range of functions which can make an enormous contribution to improve social services leading to an equitable development in a pluralist society.



Check Your Progress V Note: a) Use the space given below for your answers. b) Check your answer with the model answer given at the end of this Unit. 1) The following statements have been based on the text that you have already read. Indicate whether these statements are true or false by putting tickmark (4 ) in the relevant box. True False a) The crisis of welfare state prompted market reforms, privatization and decentralization of social services in most countries of Western Europe. [ I [ ]



b)



The new thinking which emerged after the retreat of the welfare state was that the responsibility for the colleciive welfare services and [ ] [ 1 development must be shifted to voluntary organisations.



C)



Report of the Wolfenden Committee (1978) recommended a pluralistic framework for the effective delivery of welfare services. [ ] [ 1



d) The pluralist thinking of welfare and development did not accord any [ ] [ ] importance to the informal system of support in society. e) Informal system has no potential to provide for expensive services which require professional expertise, expensive inputs, and other resources.



[ I [ ] f)



In the commercial system only limited rich strata can have access to services, viz., education, health, housing, pensions, and social care.



[ I [ ] g) Because of the shortcomings of statutory services, the system was outrightly rejected by the pluralistic framework of welfare development. [ I [ ]



h)



Within the pluralistic framework the role of voluntary organisations is envisaged as complementary, supplementary and extension of informal and statutory systems. [ I [ ]



2) Explain in brief, the significance of voluntary organisations in the pluralistic framework of social welfare and development. (Hint : see the text)



.......................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................



.........................................................................................................................



3.7



OPERATIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATE AND VOS - CONSEQUENCES FOR DEVELOPMENT



Voluntary organisations are making a substantial contribution to the process of development in many countries throughout the world. There are a large number of factors which influence the impact of voluntary organisations on development. The most significant dimension which broadly influences most of these factors is the relationship between the state and voluntary sector. In the following we will furnish a broad outline of the relationship between state and voluntary sector and its consequences for development based on the work of John Clark (1991). .



The nature of relationship between voluntary sector and state is determined by factors such as state policies and practices; state's commitment to development; poverty eradication; social objectives; collaboration between state and voluntary sector; and strength of voluntary sector. Now, both state and market have been found imperfect in meeting the demands of society. State may give priority to development programmes but it generally lacks resources or is confronted with inadequate mechanisms or strategies for development. On the other hand in the market mechanism, provisions and regulations hardly give priority to vulnerable sections of society. It is the voluntary sector which is well positioned in between market and state to address the development needs of society. Voluntary organisations articulate the needs of weaker sections, create development avenues in remote areas, encourage changes in attitudes, fight against discrimination, address to environmental concerns, provide services to handicapped and disabled persons, and furnish support to landless, to mention some. The strength of voluntary sector varies from country to country; so are the variations in its relationship with institutions of state and market. The potential of voluntary sector is well recognized since it encourages the state to pursue such priorities which are generally neglected. It assists the state institutions to achieve the objectives of development. A sizeable voluntary sector which interacts with state is able to achieve an important multiplier effect on its own development efforts and programmes. This kind of 'scaling-up' of state's development agenda under the influence of voluntary sector has received particular attention in various studies. The literature suggests that in addition to emerging as an alternative provider of welfare services or contributor to development, voluntary sector can influence mainstream development agenda of state as follows : i)



motivating official aid agencies or state institutions to adopt successful approaches developed within the voluntary sector;



ii) spreading awareness and sensitising people about their rights and priviIeges under state programmes; iii) moulding state programmes to people's needs by acting as a medium of local opinions and experiences; iv) entering into operational collaborations/partnerships with statutory bodies; v) exercising influence on local development policies and strategies of national and international institutions; and



vi) facilitating state and donor agencies in the formulation and implementation of effective development strategies.



3.7.1 Potential of Voluntary Sector Vis-his State Traditionally, the voluntary sector devoted attention mainly to 'supply side' of the development process as, for instance, delivery of services, implementing development programmes, providing assistance to statutory bodies. Lately, the voluntary sector has
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started giving serious attention to the 'demand side' of development. Voluntary organisations are enabling communities to articulate their preferences and concerns, giving voice to the local people, strengthening their bargaining position, imparting technical skills, including 'information technology', networking and advocacy slulls, thus empowering poor and disadvantaged sections of society. Voluntary organisations have emerged as active torch bearers of civil society. Efforts of voluntary sector at grassroots mobilization has increasingly brought issues of transparency, accountability, freedom of expression and decision making to centre stage in the development agenda of the state. The specific attributes of voluntary sector which enhance its suitability to the development process are : the shear scale and size of the voluntary sector; capacity to reach poor people in remote areas, innovative methods to achieve targets which are otherwise difficult for statutory bodies; flexibility; ability of respond to local needs representative of poor and vulnerable sections of society, and encouraging participatory approach. Since the role of voluntary sector is complementary to development efforts of state. it makes the whole development process more transparent, accountable and participatory in nature. The implications in relation to state are as follows : i)



Because of the reach and potential of voluntary organisations, state institutions give preference to them while addressing issues related to indigenous people, women, food insecurity, children and old persons in need and other vulnerable groups.



ii) Voluntary sector has a comparative advantage over state while addressing environmental issues in socially and politically sensitive areas (forest, desert, or even urban slums). iji) Through participatory approach and grassroot mobilization voluntary sector throws up experienced persons and competing perspectives for consideration in the state level development planning. iv) The retreat of the welfare state because of market reforms has furnished more operational space for voluntary sector in the process of development.



3.7.2 Functional Relationship between State and Voluntary Organisations If the commitment of state to development is weak, voluntary organisations find it difficult to make a meaningful contribution to the process of development. Further, repressive states generally mistrust the involvement of voluntary organisations with exploited sections of society. In situations where a state displays strong commitment to the development of all sections of society, the voluntary sector effectively translates its potential into strong collaborative relationship with state. The predominant trend is that more and more voluntary organisations are building collaborative relationships and partnerships with the state. Such a relationship is considered healthy if it is based on mutual trust and autonomy of voluntary organisations. A certain degree of financial autonomy of voluntary sector is crucial for maintaining healthy relationship with state. Consequently, the state gets exposed to grassroot perspectives, concerns and experiences of development. State responds by involving representatives of voluntary sector in formulation of policies and strategies of development. The basis of genuine collaboration rests not on offering competing alternatives, but rather on making complimentary contribution to the process of development. Mistrust and unshared objectives result in tensions, friction and ultimately an adverse relationship between state and voluntary sector. Contrary to that if the relationship is very cozy, the voluntary organisations face the risk of being reduced to the status of sub-contracting yartners in development. The voluntary sector tcnds to accept



uncritically state's development agenda and is usually content to fill gaps as desired by the institutions of the state. Voluntary sector looses its capacity to seriously question the development paradigm of state, and ultimately fails to inject grassroots perspectives in policies, planning and implementation of development programmes in society. States can create a'conducive environment for a healthy relationship through following policy measures : social policies should strive to build a healthy civil society; i



public accountability of state institutions;



1



taxation policies - providing incentives to VOs;



I



regulation to help and facilitate VOs;



b



1



1



elimination of corruption. restrictive laws and procedures: state's collaboration with voluntary organisations having a proven track record. This way VOs remain true to their agenda and accountable to their constituencies; offering a role to VOs in public consultations, invitation to their leaders to serve on official commissions, dissemination of information and so on; state should frame mechanisms of coordination on the basis of mutual respect and not dominate unnecessarily the voluntary sector; provision of state funds on the basis of performance without compromising the independence and autonomy of the voluntary sector; and assisting in the training of manpower required by voluntary organisations.



3.7.3 Obstacles to State-Voluntary Sector Relationship The main factors which impair the functional relationship between state and voluntary sector are : environment of political mistrust and ideological differences; voluntary sector's isolation and unwillingness to dialogue with state; unfounded suspicion of jealousy of bureaucracy of voluntary sector's access to resources; flow of more funds to succtssful voluntary organisations makes them lax leading to decline in performance; voluntary organisations' narrow target specific focus is sometimes contradictory to state's broader goal of overall development; the unsound claims of performance of voluntary organisations; state's weak commitment to development agenda viz. improving services, eradicating poverty and other problems reinforced by corruption and nepotism are serious impediments; political suspicion and subsequently suppression of voluntary sector: suspicion of foreign donations received by voluntary organisations; and tendency of bureaucracy to view the voluntary sector as subordinate to them and expect it to tune their programmes according to its wishes.



3-8 LET US SUM UP The modem conVlbutOrs



the



state and v~luntaryorganisations together are the most imponant and development of a society. Both have distinct approaches



The State, Voluntary Organisations and Development



Voluntarism, State and Society



to development. The relationship between them is very complex. The quality of this relationship is predominantly determined by the nature and character of modern state, since it is the most powerful and dominant political institution which exercises unequivocal hegemony over all the material and non-material resources of society. In this unit, we have explained to you in detail the most essential characteristics of modem state and their significance to the process of welfare and development in a society. At the very outset, we have identified the antecedents of state in ancient and medieval periods and subsequent emergence of modem state in Western Europe. We have explained the fundamental tenets essential features of modern state. Next, we have acquainted you with the basic philosophical assumptions which constitute the foundahons of the modem state. We have also described Fome of the ilnponant theories of state, specifically the absolute theory of state and the constitutional theory of state. After describing the concept of pluralism which is very crucial to the understanding of welfare pluralism, we have analysed the development concerns of the welfare state. We have discussed in detail the major theones of the welfare state and their implicat~onsfor development. Discussion on demand and supply based theories includes : industrialization theory, neo-Marxists theories, working class social democracy theory, interest-group politics theory, and the state-centered theories and their importance in understanding the processes of development. After acquainting you with the crisis of welfare state, you have learnt that retreat of welfare state furnished vital social space for the advantageous positioning of voluntary organisations in regard to the welfare and development of a society. The consequent emergence of pluralist framework of welfare and development is constituted by the informal system; commercial system, statutory system and voluntary system. Within this pluralist framework we have analysed the fundamental aspects which bring out the significance of voluntary system vis-2-vis other institutions engaged in the process of welfare and development of society. In the last, we have described the operational characteristics of the functional relationship between modern democratic state and voluntary organisations - a relat~onshipcrucial to the holistic welfare and development of society.
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social relations within the Greek city-states were embedded in the complex network of kinship, military and fellowship-groups living within fortified structures. This system of social relations based on religious cults having common belief and further reinforced by mutual military service constituted the early Greek city-states. -. 
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